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ABSTRACT 

Carbone 4 has published a report in June 2019 entitled in French “Faire sa part” that 
evaluate which part of the effort has to be done by the consumer adopting an eco-
responsible behavior with some so-called "small gestures", such as sorting waste, or by 
public authorities and companies which delays to promote great concrete results [1]. 
Education can bring knowledge on both individuals as well as organizations.  

The Ecole des Mines de Paris (MINES ParisTech) introduced an exercise for the train-
ing of its engineering students about 25 years ago: Description of Controversies. It was 
then followed by "Analysis of an environmental controversy" proposed by The Engineer-
ing and Environmental Management Master (IGE) led by ISIGE and CSI of the same 
school, to their students. These exercises open the students to the uncertainty of the re-
search and the scientific and technical development and the life of the projects, to ana-
lyze the complex in the uncertain. The goal is to learn how to map subjects that are both 
the subject of advanced technical expertise and that have become at the same time a 
business, often confused, where legal, moral, economic and social issues are mingled. It 
is also for learners to learn to understand conflicts, without taking sides, without trying to 
solve them, but to make the panorama and analyze the salient points and blocking.  

This exercise has also recently been proposed to student engineers at the SPEIT 
school (SJTU ParisTech Elite Institute of Technology) who have chosen the energy eng i-
neering sector. They are Chinese students enrolled in a "French-style" engineering 
school at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University, and to whom this exercise is proposed on 
Chinese controversies chosen by themselves. These young students often opt for appar-
ently unfriendly subjects, and do not hesitate to mount interviews by evoking with their 
interlocutors some contested aspects of these relatively controversial subjects. Some 
Chinese students were slightly less inclined to deploy their efforts for this exercise, prob-
ably partly due to a lack of familiarity with the exercise of the project with a great deal of 
autonomy vis-à-vis their supervisors, and asking for a good initiative.  

Students and students who carry out this exercise, in France or in China, make a 
positive assessment and show a real pleasure to realize this exercise. Their freedom of 
tone and argument is sometimes unattractive to that of their academic supervisors or to 
the staff of the institutions or companies they interview and who sometimes have limited 
voice. On the other hand, the impact of the exercise on the qualities or skills of the em-
ployees and citizens that these students have become has not been measured, if it is 
measurable. 

[1] Faire sa part ? Pouvoir et responsabilité des individus, des entreprises et de l’Etat 
face à l’urgence climatiquehttp://www.carbone4.com/publication -faire-sa-part/ 
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